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1 Introduction

lar set of criteria, and promising resources, representing a
commitment of resources to a particular client.
GENI’s RSpecs are based for the most part on those
used internally in the successful Emulab testbed [7] for
describing resources. However, the Emulab environment
constitutes a single administrative domain, and indeed until recently a single physical room. The format of the Emulab resource description has evolved over the years as
Emulab’s functionality has expanded.
The difficulties facing the designers of GENI’s RSpec
are twofold: firstly, capturing upfront the richness of
possible GENI configurations (almost arbitrary combinations of links, virtual machines, tunable radios, forwarding hardware, etc.) in a single XML schema, and secondly, expressing a complex request (which might be satisfied by many configurations, with different levels of utility to the client) in the same format using wildcards.
In both cases, the challenge is imagining in advance all
the possible things that must be expressible in an RSpec.
The resulting format can express these things, but little
else without explicit extensions. This circumscription of
expressivity is a property of formats, but not of languages.

The networking community’s response to all forms of heterogeneity in systems has traditionally been what might
be termed fixed abstraction: provide single static representations that abstract away from the differences between
resources, domains, hardware, etc. At domain boundaries, these fixed representations (for example, an RSVP
resource description, or a BGP route advertisement) serve
as the basic units of cross-domain communication.
From the viewpoint of distributed computing (in particular federated systems) from 15 years ago, this approach
is hopelessly naive. Such a fixed schema, the argument
goes, forces different administrative domains to adopt the
same worldview, tends to encourage implementations to
all look the same or be supplied by a single vendor, and
makes it hard for any individual domain to innovate, unless the innovation is sufficiently incremental that it can
be represented in the existing framework.
However, in a world which has set great store by the
end-to-end argument, standardizing communication abstractions has been more highly valued than decoupling
administrative domains. Arguably, this dogma is responsible both for the success of the Internet, and the ossification and stagnation it faces today.
Revisiting long-dead research into distributed federation concepts points out a different way forward: abstract
less of the communication reality, and instead use a richer
representation to allow systems to comprehend more of
the heterogeneity they face, and handle it appropriately.

3

Back to the Future: ANSA

In juxtaposition to GENI’s decision on a static format for
resource advertisements, requests, and commitments, it is
instructive to look at the ANSA trading model [3].
The Advanced Networked Systems Architecture or
ANSA was a synthesis of state-of-the-art techniques in
distributed computing in the late 1980s, and brought together results from a variety of previous research systems.
ANSA strongly influenced ISO RM-ODP [4], TINA, and
CORBA, and the ANSAware middleware was deployed in
a number of commercial settings.
ANSA was designed from the outset to encompass multiple, federated administrative domains, with possibly heterogeneous implementations, protocols, and local architectural features. Trading was the term used in ANSA for
the process by which service providers announced (or offered resources like services, clients requested resources,
and offers and requests were matched together.
ANSA’s trading model may look somewhat outdated in

2 Example: GENI RSpecs
An excellent contemporary case of what can go wrong
with even carefully designed fixed-schema descriptions is
the Resource Specifier or RSpec in GENI [5]. The example is significant for two reasons: it is a crucial element
of the current GENI architecture, and it aims to capture a
much richer range of resource objects than previous work
in networking.
RSpecs are specified in XML, using a schema defined
in XSD. They have three uses: advertising the availability
of resources, requesting resources that match a particu1

approach gives us far greater richness of expression and
freedom to represent complex structures or policies than
the limited formats we are used to designing.

our post-XML world. For example, advertisements (“offers” in ANSA terminology) only consisted of resource
type and an unstructured set of name-value pairs.
However, what is interesting is that ANSA viewed
viewed resource requests as a constraint satisfaction problem. Instead of a simple template, ANSA clients submitted a simple form of linear program over resource properties, in a declarative language. The trading service used
this to return the k best resource offers it knew about, with
the meaning of “best” being supplied by the client.
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Conclusion

The early designers of networks and associated protocols may have considered the use of constraint satisfaction techniques and rich data descriptions using logic languages (Prolog appeared as early as 1972 [2]), but either
this didn’t happen or it was ruled out as an approach, most
likely because of complexity and lack of processing re4 Languages not formats
sources. As a result, today we have an impoverished set
of ways of describing computer networks.
For some reason, designers of networked systems have
It is time to reconsider this position. Today the world
always stuck to fixed formats for communication between
is a more complex place, and the radical heterogeneity of
domains, but we argue that this position is pointlessly conhardware resources, application requirements, and service
servative today. We advocate using constraint satisfaction,
offerings cannot be handled by fixed abstractions. Probut going beyond ANSA and using rich, declarative lancessing resources in even quite simple network elements
guages to represent both resources and requests for them.
are now quite capable of efficiently executing the unificaExtensible formats are in an important sense closed:
tion algorithm on quite complex expressions. If the GENI
there are clear limits on what can be expressed. Extenvision becomes a reality, either as a platform for network
sions require agreement between domains before they can
architectures [1] or a way to do away with networks per
be interpreted. In contrast, languages supporting abstracse entirely [6], a richer and more expressive representation
tion are open – a language is generative of an open range
of the world is a basic requirement for communication beof possible descriptions, and unforeseen concepts can be
tween domains of all kinds.
expressed without extending the language itself.
Indeed, language-based representation of resources,
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